Efficient Path Planning for Modular Robots
Background
Robots have yet to make an entrance into many industries (outside mass-manufacturing)
and the service sector. A major hurdle to their widespread adoption is the complexity of
their deployment, requiring costly specialists for every new task one wants to automate. We
envision simple tools which help to choose the right robot and do the programming given a
task and environment specification.
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Description
Path planning for robotics is still an area of active research requiring an ongoing trade-off
between run-time and completeness. Sampling based planners, such as RRT(*), offer state
of the art performance but consider each planning attempt to be independent of all other,
especially if robot types change [2] [4, Ch. 10]. This is often the case when deploying modular
reconfigurable robots, which easily offer millions of possible assemblies [1]. We want to test
if and how results from planning for one robot configuration could be reused when planning
with another (similar) robot.

Tasks
• Literature review on modular robot path planning
• Familiarize yourself with the mcs toolbox / timor [3] and CoBRA benchmark suite [5]
• Extend motion planning pipeline; ideas:
– Find planning results from similar previously tested robots and use as initialization
for next planning
– Devise strategies to adapt previous planning results to new robot
– Evaluate effectiveness of reuse and how to find closest previous solution
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Idea on how to reuse the previous roadmap planned with the left robot showing explored
states in green and connections in black. The new robot is kinematically similar but a bit
shorter; it cannot use the old path directly. With some changes to the known plan it can
reach goal 1 without having to explore the whole configuration space; its path is shown in
red. To also find a path towards goal 2 the new robot tries to explore along the known path
from the other robot as shown by the next extended node in lighter red with doted
connecting line. Central image based on [4, Fig. 10.20].

Alternatives / Extensions
An additional focus could be laid on a tighter C integration of the robot model created
with pinocchio1 and the motion planner using the OMPL framework2 . This might also be
appropriate as a standalone bachelor’s thesis with a strong software engineering background.
1 https://github.com/stack-of-tasks/pinocchio
2 https://ompl.kavrakilab.org/
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